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Abstract 
As mathematics teachers and researchers, we speculated around a claim that learning combinatorial concepts require a special 
way of thinking, and reviewing the related literature showed that some researchers acknowledged this speculation and have 
called it combinatorial thinking. To design the study, we used the first author's class as a useful setting and the data were 
collected via a counting task. We categorized the four levels of understanding combinatorial thinking as investigating some cases, 
how am I sure that I have counted all the cases, systematically generating all cases, changing the problem into another 
combinatorial problem and understanding combinatorial reasoning. 
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1. Background 
After many years of teaching courses related to combinatorics by the first author, the ways in which students 
think about counting problems severely captured his attention. Later as mathematics education researchers, we 
speculated around a claim that learning combinatorial concepts require a special way of thinking and by reviewing 
the related literature in this area, we found that some researchers acknowledged this speculation and have called it 
combinatorial thinking. We also discovered that albeit this recognition, there is no consensus about the nature and 
the characteristics of such thinking. For instance, Graumann (2002) regarded combinatorial thinking as a tool for 
solving problems when he was experimenting with children doing geometrical tasks. He found that the pupils must 
use their combinatorial thinking and find a systematic to be sure that all possibilities have been discussed. In his 
view, combinatorial thinking is a special aspect of mathematical thinking. On the other hand, Hacking (2007) has 
talked about a new method of reasoning concerning both geometrical and combinatorial thinking that includes 
proofs, providing a wholly new level of “explanatory power.”  
In separate vein, Godino, Batanero, Font (2007) by admitting the combinatorial thinking as a distinguishable way 
of thinking, used their developed semiotic model to better understand the students’ combinatorial thinking. Their 
analysis showed that there are some “transparency illusions” in the teaching and assessing of combinatorics and 
suggested some ways to improve combinatorics teaching.  
Cuoco (2007) also is concerned about the teaching of the subject and believes that those who are interested in all 
sorts of discrete mathematics including algorithms, combinatorial thinking, and using the linearity of certain maps 
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on the plane, are actually concerned with different kinds of “thinking and reasoning” or “modes of thought” that are 
dealt with quite briefly at the secondary schools. 
The review of related literature in the combinatorial thinking gave us assurance that there is a definite need for 
much more research to shed more light in the teaching and learning of combinatorics as an interesting part of both 
school and university mathematics curriculum.  
2. Purpose of the Study 
Research in this area has been especially important for us since there are many educational evidences to show 
that high school and university students in Iran have special passion for problems regarding graph theory, 
combinatorics, number theory, combinatorial games, and such. The students' interests in these topics have 
potentially provided a fertile situation for the researchers to make possible the investigation of different kinds of 
reasoning while students were involved with all sorts of combinatorial problems. We therefore, used these evidences 
and the first author's personal teaching experiences to conduct a study regarding the combinatorial thinking of 
university students.  
3. Methodology 
To design the study, we used the first author's class as a useful setting. In this section, we describe the 
characteristics of this setting and then, introduce the task that we used for the data collection, the sources of data, 
and the procedure for data analysis. 
For analyzing the data, we focused on the nature of students' questions and responses to the questions raised in 
class by the instructor (the first author) or other students, the diversity of students' questions and responses, and the 
relations between those responses and our theoretical knowledge about combinatorial thinking. We then reduced 
and categorized the data using the Strauss and Corbin (1990) advice.  
3.1. Research Setting 
The research was carried out in an environment in which, the researcher was teaching “Combinatorics and its 
Applications” course at one of the famous universities in Tehran. The researchers designed the teaching in a way to 
have an opportunity to investigate the students' “combinatorial thinking”. The characteristics of this teaching were 
as follows:  
• Every new lesson started with posing a new problem by the instructor for the whole class to solve – usually a 
problem that looks familiar for students and it is not hard for them to think that they can solve it with solution 
methods at hand as well as it is generalizable in nature;  
• Individual students tackled with the problem for a short while;  
• Individuals expressed their ideas and give their comments regarding the solution of the problem;  
• The instructor facilitated the whole class discussions and guide students to see the similarities and differences of 
those ideas and comments and to investigate the feasibility of each solution idea;  
• If the class verified a solution method, next step was taking the class towards a more possible generalization of 
that solution;  
• The instructor highlighted the characteristics of the more general state of the problem and its solutions to sum up 
the lesson focusing on the concepts that were embedded in the problem and strategies that were used to solve the 
problem both in special and more general cases.  
3.2. Participants  
Nineteen sophomore university students who enrolled in a “Combinatorics and its Applications” course 
participated in this study.  
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3.3. Task  
In this course, the teacher/researcher gave the following counting task to the participants:  
• We color the four corners of square with the two colors. How many different colorings are there if we allow the 
square to move around?  
3.4. Data Sources 
The data for the study were collected through the following sources:  
• The students' questions raised in class;  
• Classroom interactions among students and the researcher in class;  
• Teacher/researcher's personal notes after each teaching session.  
3.5. Data Analysis  
To analyzing the preliminary data, I focused on the nature of students' questions and responses to the questions 
raised in class by myself or other students, the diversity of their questions and responses, and the relations of the 
students' responses to my theoretical knowledge about “combinatorial thinking”.  
4. Findings 
The analysis of the data from different sources helped the researchers to become more familiar with the nature of 
the students’ combinatorial thinking. In this study we identified four levels of understanding in combinatorial 
thinking emphasising on a counting task. Those levels are as follows:  
Level 1:  Investigating “Some Cases”  
Students' first attempt in dealing with this problem was to find “all cases” using “Multiplication Principle”. They 
justified their solution saying that “there is two possible colors for each corner, and square has four corners, 
therefore, we have 2 to the power of four possible ways of coloring”. However, this solution did not satisfy them 
and many students felt that any problem that is posed at the university level course should be more demanding. 
Thus, they started reading the problem more carefully and noticed the word “different”. This notification was an 
eye-opener for the class and a key for further investigation. After this, two distinguishing views were expressed by 
students in class. The first view considered the square to be fixed and each corner is labeled. In this case, one special 
kind of coloring is rotating on the corners as is shown in figure 1.  
  
Figure 1: Square is fixed and every color has been used twice  
The second view did not consider the square to be fixed. As a consequence, the students holding this view 
discussed the possible ways of coloring the corners and realized that the geometric transformations play a crucial 
role in making different cases. They argued that every coloring with certain number of colors is identified by 
different kinds of geometric transformations. For instance, depending on the number of times – 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 – 
using any one of the two colors, we have a “Different Cases”. One example of such case is shown in figure 2 in 
which, every color has been used twice.  
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Figure 2: The number of colors is fixed and all the colorings are the same 
 At this stage, the researcher challenged students to ask themselves that “How am I sure that I have counted all 
the cases?” and the answers to this question moved us to the second level.  
Level 2:  “How am I sure that I have counted all the cases?”  
At this level, students took the matter one step further and tried to convince themselves that they indeed had 
“counted all the cases”. In doing this, they overviewed the problem and thought about it in a more systematic way. 
Although both groups (considering the square to be fixed or considering the fixed number of coloring) got 16 
“cases”, the second group claimed that the “cases” are different and they could put them in five distinguished 
classes. The students as a whole, tried to show these classes using variety of figures and finally, as a result of their 
systematic approach, they agreed on a representation that is shown in figure 3.  
  
Figure 3: All 16 ways of coloring with two colors in five classes 
Although, almost everyone was sure that with this systematic approach to counting, all cases were counted, still 
those who considered square to be fixed argued that every colored square within each one of the five classes are not 
necessarily the same. They used figure 4 to justify their claim. 
  
Figure 4: Two sub-cases within one of the classes 
This argument that was about the specific context of square, encouraged some of the students to look more and 
try to “systematically generating all cases” independent of the context.  
Level 3:  Systematically Generating All Cases  
Many students were satisfied to first counting “some cases” and then making sure that they indeed have counted 
“all cases”. However, there were few students that for them, this assurance was just the first step towards the more 
complicated and more abstract situations in which they were trying to “systematically generating all cases”. In doing 
this, they changed square and number of color in the following ways:  
• How many different colorings we have when we color the four corners of square with the n colors; 
• How many different colorings we have when we color the corners of cube with the two colors. 
After posing these two problems by students, the researcher posed the third one as follows:  
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• How many different colorings we have when we color the twenty faces of dodecahedron with the n color. 
My aim of following this students' curiosity was more than finding a solution to a problem. As opposed, my aim 
was to see that how students are able to generalize a counting problem and how far they could go in doing this. In 
fact, it was crucial for researcher to see that how this generalization could take place and how students move from 
one specific problem with fixed conditions to a more general one.  
Level 4:  Changing the Problem into another Combinatorial Problem 
As a useful problem solving strategy, Polya suggests that we could change the problem into another one - even in 
different mathematics area – and solve it in that context, and only then, take back the problem into its original 
context and solve it accordingly. However in this research, we observed that the students with richer background in 
mathematics and more extensive experiences with counting problems used this strategy rather differently. The way 
they used this strategy was that they first conceptualised the problem in another combinatorial context such as a 
known theorem or problem and then, successfully returned to the original problem and solved it. For instance, 
although all students were familiar with Polya’s theory of counting, only those who related the problem with Polya’s 
method could fluently use it to solve it. On the other hand, those who were not able to see the connection remained 
in the level three and solved the problem by systematically generating all cases.       
5. Discussion 
The analysis of the data showed that the students became competent in manipulating with the variety of 
combinatorial concepts and techniques. This competency made us to believe that they are naturally could use their 
competency for providing combinatorial reasoning. However, the interviews were enlightening since we observed 
that many competent students had difficulty with combinatorial reasoning. With further probing, we found out that 
students did not necessarily involve with proofs and reasoning in the process of developing their combinatorial 
understanding. In fact, the study showed that the students’ understanding of the combinatorial concepts was solid 
and they could use it in solving different kinds of combinatorial problems and more specifically counting problems. 
On the contrary, we have observed that in some other mathematical fields like Algebra, students are able to provide 
different kinds of proofs and reasoning with less algebraic concepts and techniques. This difference allow us to 
speculate that combinatorial reasoning needs further investigation and might add another yet extremely important 
level of combinatorial thinking.    
6. Concluding Remark 
In this research, we identified four levels of combinatorial thinking. The analysis of the data showed that the 
students mainly moved from one level to another systematically. We categorized the four levels of understanding 
combinatorial thinking as investigating some cases, how am I sure that I have counted all the cases, systematically 
generating all cases, changing the problem into another combinatorial problem and understanding combinatorial 
reasoning. We believe that the forth level is a key to students' understanding of combinatorial reasoning.  
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